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Abstract

In film post-production, efficient methods for re-recording
a dialogue or dubbing in a new language require a precisely
time-aligned text, with individual letters time-coded to video
frame resolution. Currently, this time alignment is performed
by experts in a painstaking and slow process.

To automate this process, we used CRIM’s large-
vocabulary HMM speech recognizer as a phoneme segmenter
and measured its accuracy on typical film extracts in French
and English. Our results reveal several characteristics of film
dialogues, in addition to noise, that affect segmentation accu-
racy, such as speaking style or reverberant recordings. Despite
these difficulties, an HMM-based segmenter trained on clean
speech can still provide more than 89% acceptable phoneme
boundaries on typical film extracts.

We also propose a method which provides the correspon-
dence between aligned phonemes and graphemes of the text.
The method does not use explicit rules, but rather computes an
optimal string alignment according to an edit-distance metric.

Together, HMM phoneme segmentation and phoneme-
grapheme correspondence meet the needs of film post-
production for a time-aligned text, and make it possible to auto-
mate a large part of the current post-synch process.

1. Introduction

Recording a new film dialogue over an existing one is a frequent
operation in film post-production, to replace unusable dialogue
because of bad recording conditions on the set, script changes,
or dubbing in a new language. It is a lengthy process, where
an actor tries to pronounce his text in synchronisation with the
lip movements of his screen character. A much more efficient
method for this kind of dialogue re-recording uses a scrolling
text where letter positions function as cues for the actor. How-
ever, getting a text where each letter is time-aligned precisely
with lip movements on the film is still currently done by hand,
in a painstaking and slow process that requires special training.

Because the mapping between lip movements and
phonemes in the recorded dialog track is mostly one-to-many,
a segmentation into phonemes provides more than enough in-
formation to infer the timing of lip movements. As we will
see, this segmentation can be done automatically with sufficient
precision. Following an initial step that locates phoneme bound-
aries in time, the correspondence between phonemes and letters
of the text is computed in a second step that can also be auto-
mated.
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2. Phoneme segmentation
atic phoneme segmentation is done implicitly in the

ng phase of any HMM-based speech recognition models.
es [1],[2] typically concentrate on read speech and a lim-
ocabulary. Under these conditions segmenters based on

models provide their best performance, with typically
than 95% of phoneme boundaries within 60 ms of the
t location. However, performance rapidly degrades when
round noise is added [1].
ompared to these limited-vocabulary, controlled-
nment experiments, phoneme segmentation of actual
ialogues presents several additional problems. Recording
y is highly variable, as recordings can be done on the set,
ors, with distant or close microphones, and may include
effects. Furthermore, films encompass a wide range of

onal situations, speaking styles, and non-speech events
s laughs, sighs, and screams.

ortunately, to counter these difficulties, this particular ap-
ion allows two major constraints to be applied: an ex-
xt transcription is provided, and dialogues are split into
s” of less than two minutes. In addition, for post-synch
ses, errors smaller than two video frames are tolerable.

Phoneme-grapheme correspondence
ny languages, sound and letter correspondence is not triv-
English the same letter group can often be pronounced in
l ways, such as grapheme ough in words rough, though,

gh. The opposite is observed in French, as the same
me can be often be written with different graphemes, such
phoneme /o/ in words oiseau, haut, canot, auto.

urthermore, since film dialogues cover practically unlim-
ocabularies, phoneme-grapheme correspondence has to be
ed for any word. Explicit correspondence lists cannot be
ince they are limited to a known vocabulary.
xisting grapheme-to-phoneme rule sets, such as used in
o-speech conversion, could in principle be modified to ex-
ext graphemes. But such rule sets are usually complex and
t always use explicit grapheme identification. Another al-
ive would be the writing of phoneme-to-grapheme rules,
also represents a significant effort.
our case, both the text and its pronunciation are avail-

so a phoneme-grapheme correspondence can be seen as an
ent between two strings: a phoneme string from the seg-

r and a letter string from the text. String edit operations
as substitutions, insertions or deletions, modify an input
into an output string. When costs are assigned to these

tions, the phoneme-grapheme correspondence is obtained
string alignment with minimal editing cost.



3.1. Minimum edit distance string alignment

One possible way to compute a minimum edit distance align-
ment is to use a dynamic programming algorithm such as
Viterbi, but a Levenshtein automaton [3] provides a more ef-
ficient implementation. By using weighted finite state trans-
ducers [4], we avoided the necessity for writing any specialized
code. As we will see, only a Leveinshtein distance transducer
has to be defined, and the string alignment can be obtained by
applying general purpose transducer operations.

Let
�

be a transducer that represents a phoneme string, �
be a transducer that represents a letter string, and � be an edit
distance (or Levenshtein) transducer that defines a cost for any
possible phoneme and letter string alignment. We will see in
section 3.2 how to define such a transducer.

Given � , the optimal correspondence between phonemes in�
and graphemes in � is represented by a path � :

� � � 	 �  � �  � � � � � � � �

and the cost of this path is the minimum Levenshtein dis-
tance between the input and output strings. For example, given
a phoneme sequence � � � � � and a letter sequence  � � " � # � , we
have transducers:

� � � % ' %( � * ' *( � + ' +( �

� � � - ' -( � 0 ' 0( � * ' *( � 3 ' 3( � + ' +( � 4 ' 4( � 0 ' 0( �

and we could obtain an alignment such as

� � � % ' - 0( � 6 ' 8( � * ' *( � 6 ' 8( � + ' 3 + 4 0( �

where : is the null symbol and ; is a grapheme separator.

3.2. Levenshtein transducer

Figure 1 illustrates the basic topology of � . From the first
state, some arcs allow insertions (with cost “insCost”) or sub-
stitutions (with cost “subCost”). Additional states (such as “g”)
allow replacement of a phoneme by a string of letters at a cost
of “allPenalty” for each letter. They represent alignment of a
phoneme with an explicitly defined grapheme. Arcs with “del-
CostAnt” and “delCostP” are provided for approximate matches
with longer, undefined graphemes.

Costs “subCost” are chosen to be small for alignment
of a consonant phoneme with a consonant letter, or a vowel
phoneme with a vowel letter. Costs “allPenalty” that affect a
phoneme aligned with a known grapheme are much smaller.
Ambiguous cases are handled by modifying individual weights
for the graphemes involved.

This construction guarantees that any grapheme string to
be aligned will be assigned a cost. If it is not among explic-
itly described graphemes, its alignment cost will come from
smaller graphemes that are closest to it in terms of letter dele-
tions. Thus the transducer generalizes from known graphemes
to letter strings that were not seen during development.

To create the edit distance transducer � , a list of graphemes
with their usual phoneme correspondence is needed. A good
starting point for this list can be found in published lists read-
ily available for French [5] but more difficult to find for En-
glish. However these lists are frequently incomplete as their
main focus is on exceptional cases. An electronic pronunci-
ation dictionary is also useful in completing the list, since it
can be searched for all occurrences of a given grapheme and
corresponding phonemes. Once the list is deemed satisfactory,
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Figure 1: Edit distance transducer � .

ts are adjusted manually on a development text. Recall
perfect coverage of all cases is not needed since, by con-

ion, the edit distance transducer provides a reasonable so-
for unseen graphemes missing from the list.

4. Experiments
pts from two films, one in French and the other one in
sh, were selected to provide a good coverage of recording
tions and speaking style. A corrected script was used as
xt. Both films were hand-segmented into shorter “loops”
correspond roughly to a single shot scene.

ilm Number Average Max. Total
of loops duration duration duration

ench 26 53 s 139 s 23m 55s
glish 43 24 s 40 s 17m 22s

Table 1: Loop durations for the two test films.

French film

rench film is an animated adventure cartoon. The dialogue
recorded in studio was used as test data. It contains no
round noise, but several prominent phenomena. Table 2
4 categories into which loops were classified, according

most prominent phenomenon it exhibited. Shouting voice
sed by the actors in several situations, as in midst of battle
r example, during conversations in an open cockpit air-
. Superposition of two voices was also frequent when sev-
haracters interacted. Onomatopea include sighs, laughs,

noises, gulps (some loops included large proportions of
atopea).

Category N. of loops Duration
Normal 7 5 min 42 s

Shouting voice 8 5 min 47 s
Superposition 6 4 min 54 s
Onomatopea 6 7 min 34 s

Table 2: Speaking styles in French film loops.

English film

nglish film is a psychological thriller. Speaking style is
aneous, sometimes very fast or very emotional. The di-
e track used was recorded on the set. Background noise



varies from light for indoor recordings to heavy for outdoors
recordings, and includes dish washing, gift paper unwrapping,
etc. Reverberation was prominent in some settings such as jail
visits, or as a special effect over voice in dreaming, for exam-
ple. Each loop was classified according to the most prominent
condition.

Category N. of loops Duration
Clean 15 6 min 0 s
Noise 16 5 min 37 s

Reverberation 12 5 min 45 s

Table 3: Recording quality in English film loops.

4.3. Reference segmentation

To provide a reference phoneme segmentation, an initial
phoneme alignment was obtained for each loop using the
HMM-segmenter, then hand-corrected using a waveform and
spectrogram display. Segmenters were instructed to move
boundaries, add or remove optional phonemes, but otherwise
preserve the phoneme sequence except in the case of major pro-
nunciation errors. All segmentations were reviewed by a second
segmenter.

4.4. Acoustic models

Acoustic models for French and English were trained on clean
speech databases recorded at 16 kHz. Sentence-based cepstral
mean removal was applied. During segmentation, cepstral mean
was removed on a loop basis. Models are cross-word triphones,
gender-independent, with no duration modeling. Previous stud-
ies have shown that cross-word triphone models outperform
monophone models in terms of segmentation accuracy [2].

French 53 hours, 100 speakers, read speech
Features 12 MFCC + energy + � � � �

Size 9006 models, 3 states, 2609 distributions
Mixtures 8 gaussians, global diagonal covariance

English 15 hours, 84 speakers, read speech
Features 12 MFCC + energy + �

Size 1808 models, 3 states, 688 distributions
Mixtures 16 gaussians, global diagonal covariance

Table 4: Acoustic models for segmentation.

4.5. Pronunciation modeling

Phoneme pronunciations have to be provided for any word that
can be uttered in film dialogue. To this end, pronunciation dic-
tionnaries of 15000 words for French and 8000 words for En-
glish were used to capture frequent but difficult pronunciations.
For words outside these exception dictionaries, pronunciations
are derived by rule. Onomatopea are transcribed approximately
using standard phonemes.

5. Results
5.1. Phoneme segmentation

Phoneme boundaries that are placed within two video frames
of the reference boundary are considered acceptable for post-
synch or dubbing purposes (this amounts to a difference of
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s or less). A difference of more than 100 ms is consid-
gross error. Table 5 show that at least 7% of segments
need manual correction, while more than 89% are ac-

ble and would not require change. The number of accept-
oundaries is similar for both languages.

Film Number of Acceptable Gross errors
segments � � � 
 � � � � � 
 
 � �

rench 6675 89.2% 7.0%
nglish 5688 89.6% 6.8%

ble 5: Phoneme segmentation errors on the test films.

ables 6 and 7 give more information about how errors are
uted according to their magnitude. The difference in ms

ved between test and reference boundaries appears in the
olumn, while the second column shows how many bound-
displayed this difference. The third column indicates how
segments can be found with a difference less or equal to
st column.

Difference % %
(ms) of segments cumulative

0 49.6 49.6
10 20.9 70.5
20 9.9 80.4
30 4.30 84.7
40 2.7 87.4
50 1.8 89.2
60 1.4 90.6
70 1.2 91.8
80 0.8 92.6
90 0.4 93.0�
100 7.0 100

Table 6: Segmentation results on the French film.

Difference % %
(ms) of segments cumulative

0 60.3 60.3
10 12.8 73.0
20 7.7 80.7
30 4.6 85.3
40 2.5 87.8
50 1.7 89.6
60 1.3 90.8
70 1.0 91.9
80 0.9 92.8
90 0.4 93.2�
100 6.8 100

Table 7: Segmentation results on the English film.

Figure 2, which plots results for the French film accord-
voice style, “shouting voice” and “onomatopea” have

e effect on segmentation errors, whether small or large.
e English film (Figure 3), small and large errors are af-
differently according to sound quality. Reverberation is

ain cause for small errors, but noise is more important for
errors.

Phoneme-grapheme correspondence

sed French and English development texts to create the
me-grapheme edit distance transducer. These texts are
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Figure 2: Speaking style and errors, French film.
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Figure 3: Recording quality and errors, English film.

newspaper extracts taken from the acoustic model training set.
In a regression-like procedure, an initial grapheme set is ob-
tained from lists or a pronunciation dictionnary, and the devel-
opment text is converted into graphemes. Errors in the result
are used to infer new needed graphemes and the procedure is
repeated until results can not be improved. A person with nor-
mal reading skills in the language can create the whole set of
rules in less than a day starting from scratch, using only a pro-
nunciation dictionary and a development text. Table 8 shows
the grapheme list size and total number of weights used for each
language. The last line corresponds to a correspondence error
rate of about 0.05 %. When the resulting phoneme-grapheme
correspondence was evaluated on the independent test data from
the two films (2000 words for French and 1814 words for En-
glish), no correspondence errors were observed at all.

Feature French English
Explicit graphemes 270 224
N. of weights 27 29
N. of test words 8648 2103
Correspondence errors 4 1

Table 8: Phoneme-grapheme correspondence experiments.

6. Discussion
The main causes of segmentation errors observed in this work
are related to mismatches between training and testing speak-
ing style or recording conditions. Thus we can expect im-
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ments in segmentation accuracy if matched data is used
aining or adaptation. Additional phonemes for onomato-
or example, could be trained, and acoustic models could
apted for a larger range of acoustic conditions to include
eration and noise.

everal other problems were not addressed in this work:
vements in pronunciation accuracy, in particular, may
o improvements in segmentation accuracy. Better dura-
odeling might help in cases where lip movements do not

ce sound, as in stop closures.

7. Conclusions
studies have shown the effect of background noise on

me segmentation accuracy. In this work we used film dia-
s that presented a range of other conditions such as rever-
on, shouting, onomatopea. Our major finding is that even
these conditions are combined, baseline models provide
entation accurate enough to be used in film post-synch

ations.
ur second contribution was to show that while grapheme-

oneme conversion and its inverse are difficult problems
cularly in English in the first case and French in the second
establishing a phoneme-grapheme correspondence when

sides are given, although non-trivial, is much easier. An
istance transducer can be created by a non-expert using
an existing pronunciation dictionary and a development
The same topology is used for French and English. For
o languages, differences are in the grapheme lists and in
of the weights. Although these two languages are very

ent from a sound-letter correspondence point of view, the
d gives good results for both.

ogether, HMM phoneme segmentation and phoneme-
eme correspondence were shown to meet the needs of film
roduction for a time-aligned text, and make it possible to
ate a large part of post-synchronisation. As the system is

yed in studios, large amounts of in-domain data will be-
available to improve accuracy and usefulness.
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